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Antibiotics and antimicrobial resistance: causes and possible solutions.
Antibiotics have been used in human and veterinary medicine for more than 60 years to ensure the health
of both animals and humans. As a consequence of the selective pressure exerted by antibiotics on bacteria
and the spread of difficult‐to‐treat multi‐drug resistant pathogens observed during the last two decades,
their use in human and veterinary medicine must be urgently controlled. Recent data estimates 25,000
human deaths per year in the EU and that illness treatment related with antimicrobial resistance (AMR)
costs to the EU is 1.5 billion euro annually. In 2017 the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
estimated that in the USA, 2 million persons per year become infected by bacteria resistant to antibiotics.
Projections indicate that antimicrobial resistance (AMR) has the potential to become the primary economic
and societal challenger worldwide. Even if resistance is a natural biological phenomenon, it is amplified by
several interconnected factors as: (i) direct (generation of new AMR), due to inappropriate use of
antibiotics or ineffective strategies to prevent their use; (ii) indirect (spread of AMR), due to global tourism,
trade in food and animals and environmental spread of manure, slurry and other by‐products.
Since 2001, the European Commission (EC) has paid increasing attention to AMR and developed a targeted
strategy against the related threats it poses (Action Plan against the rising threats from AMR, 2011 and
2017) adopting the “One Health Approach” (Figure1). The available data show that averagely 70% of the
sold antibiotics are used in food producing animals, and part of them are categorized as Highest Priority
Critically Important Antimicrobials (HPCIA). Today, there is a worldwide consensus in the livestock sector
regarding the aim of reducing the use of these drugs. Moreover, in the recent years, the livestock
production experienced a dynamic condition in which several changes has been imposed or recommended,
to enhance its social (consumer acceptance and human health), environmental (reduce pollution, spread of
antibiotics and AMR) and economic (reducing production losses due to animal health problems)
sustainability. These modifications can be ascribed to the synergy of two factors: (i) scientific progress; (ii)
modification of the cultural perception for the livestock production. Even important progress has been
done, the challenge for the livestock industry remain to meet an increasing global demand for protein of
animal origin without threatening the medical care of humans and animals. However, the intensive
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Figure 1.. OneHelath approach
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can be made to favour the adaptation of the domesticated animals to the confined farming. Technological
and housing improvements coupled with specific strategies to increase the adaptive capacity of the animals
to the confined rearing systems can have unexpected impact on animal health and food safety.
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